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고. Introduction Suppose is a separable, infinite dimensional, 
complex Hilbert spaces and £( 火) is 나le algebra of all bounded linear 
operators on 7Y. A dual algebra is a subalgebra of处)that contains 
the identity operatOT 1“ and is closed in the ultraweak operator topol
ogy on £(?Y). For T £ £(7i), let At denote the smallest subalgebra of 
jC(7Y) that cointains T and 1火 and is closed in the ultraweak operator 
topology (At is called a dual algebra generated by T). Moreover, let 
Qat denote the quotient space Cy(7i)/±^r, where C\(H) is the trace 
class ideal in £(H) under 나le trace norm, and 丄/板 denotes the p호e- 
annihilator of At in Ci(”). For a brief notation, we shall denote Qat 
by Qt・ One knows (cf.[4]) that 4厂 is the dual space of Qt and that 
the duality is given by

(1) (A, [L]} = tr(AL), A G At, [L] G

The Banach space Qt is called a predual of At- If ⑦ and y are vectors 
in we can write x®y for the rank one operator in Ci(7Y) defined by

(2) (x ® J/)(u) = (u, y)x for all u E

then [x 0 y] € Qt and an easy calculation shows that for any A in At 
we have

(3) (A, [x ® 训)=tr(A(x ® y)) = (Ax, y).

The theory of dual algebras is applied to the study of invariant sub
spaces, dilation theory, and reflexivity. The classes Am^n (to be defined
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in section 2) were defined by H.Bercovici, C.Foias and C.Pearcy in [2]. 
Also these classes are closely related to the study of the theory of dual 
algebras. S.Brown, B.Chevreau, G.Exner and C.Pearcy [6], [7], [이 ob
tained topological criteria and geometric criteria for membership in 
the class A^o or In [8] B.Chevreau and C.Pearcy studied com
mon noncyclic vectors for families of operators (to be defined in section 
2). In a sequel to tliis study, Han-soo Kim and Hae-gyu Kim [11] ob
tained an equivalent condition for membership in the classes n (to 
be defined in section 2) by using minimal coisometric extension of a 
contraction operator in
In this paper, we consider an isometric dilation V of a contraction 
T C £(7i) such that 7Y is a semi-invariant subspace (to be defined in 
section 2) for V and, using techniques similar to the ones in [7], we 
establish an equivalent condition for membership in the classes >1^ n.

2. Fsadamental theories and terminologies In this section, 
we introduce some fundamental theorems and notations on the theory 
of dual algebras, whi산】 we shall use in tliis work. The notation and 
terminology employed herein agree with those in [3], [5], [14]. We shall 
denote by D the open unit disc in the complex plane C、and we write T 
for the boundary of P. The space Lp = LP(T), 1 < p < oo, is 난usual 
Lebesgue function space relative to normalized Lebesgue measure m 
on. T. The space Hp = 7?P(T), 1 < p < oo, is the usual Hardy space. 
It is well-known that the space H°° is the dual space of £'/田  where*

r2?r
(4) e L' : f(elt)etntdt = 0, for n = 0,1,2,•••}

Jo
and the duality is given by the pairing

(5) (fdg]) = lTfgdm for f e H°°,[g] E L1 /

Recall that any contraction T can be written as a direct sum T — 
21 ® T-z, where 幻 is a completely nonunit ary contraction and 公 is a 
unitary operator. If G& is absolutely continuous or acts on the space (0), 
T will be called an absolutely continuous contraction. The following 
Foia.s-Sz.Nagy functional calculus [3, Theorem 4,1] provides a good 
relationship between the function space H°° and a dual algebra At*
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Theorem 2.1.([3. Theorem 4.1])Let T be an absolutely continuous 
contraction in C(T~C). Then there is an algebra homomorphism 垂『: 

H°° —)At defined by = /(T) such that
(a) 垂T(l) = Im ^T(o = T,
(b) lfM/)|| < ll/u，了 財8,
(c) ◎丁 is continuous if both JJ°° and At are given their weak  topolo

gy
*

(d) the range of ①丁 is weak  dense in At,*
(e) there exists a bounded, linear, one-to-one map 枷、:Qt —> Ll/Hq 

such that 如  =如? and*

(f) if e? is an isometiy? then 亟厂 is a weak  homeomorphism of 
onto At and 枷 is an isometry of Qt onto L1 /Hq .

*

Definition 2.2.([12]) Let A C £(亢)be a dual algebra and let m 
and n be any cardinal numbers such that 1 < m, n < ^0. A dual 
algebra A 'mil be said to have property(24ni)n) if every m x n system 
of simultaneous equations of the form

(6) [xt ® y3\ 二二[Li：f], Q < i < m,Q < j < n,

where ([£tJ]}o<t<m is an arbitrary mxn array from Q人,has a solution 
0<j<n

consisting of a pair of sequences (xt}o<i<zrM {l/j}o<j<n of vectors from 
H. For brief notation^ we shall denote (An)n) by (An). We denote 
by A = A(W) the class of all absolutely continuous contractions T in 

for which the Foias-Sz Nagy functional calculus 垂『.H°° —> At 
is an isometry. Furthermore, if m and n are cardinal numbers such 
that 1 < m,n < &), we denote by Am?n = the set of all T
in 4(直)such that the singly generated dual algebra At has property 
Q4m,n).

Definition 2.3.侬丿)If (7^}ae/ is a family of operators in £(处) 

and x is a nonzero vector in H such that for each a E I,

CQ
(7) M“=\J 丁 ，丰 H,*

n=0

then x is said to be a common noncychc vector for the family
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Definition 2.4.([3]) 1C will be denoted by an arbitrary complex 
Hilbert space such that dim /C- < Ko. If T E £(/C) and A4 C )C 
is a semi-invariant subspace for T (ie, there exist M 쵸"<」人& in 
Lat(T) such that M = N\ ㊀ M and J电(Z we write 7\t for the 
compression ofT to M. In other words,

(8) Tm — PmT\m,

where Pm is the orthogonal projection whose range is At.

We shall employ the notation C o = C.q(T~C) for the class of all (com
pletely nonunitary) contractions T in £(W) such that the sequences 
{7퍼m} converges to zero in the strong operator topology and is de
noted by^as usual,Cq. = {C 0)*.

To establish ouil results, it will be convenient to use the minimal 
isometric dilation theorem [14]: every contraction T in has a 
minimal isometric dilation V that is unique up to isomorphism.

Given such T and V, one knows that there exists a canonical de
composition of the isometry V as

(9) V = S®R

corresponding to a decomposition of the space

(10) X = S球

where, if S 尹(0), S is a unilateral shift operator of some multiplicity 
in £(<S), and, WR녀= (0), R is a unitary operator in Of course^ 
either S or TZ may be (0). ([7])

Notational convention 2.5. Given such T and V, the projection 
of 1C onto S will be denoted by Q and the projection of 1C onto R will 
be denoted by A} so Q — 1/c — A and every vector x in IC may be 
written uniquely as

(11) x = Qx + Ax = Qx ® Ax,
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Moreover, the projection of AS onto the subspace H will be denoted by 
P.

Convention 2.6. In this paper, V E £(/C) always denotes an iso- 
metric dilation of a contraction T G £(7Y) such that 7i is a semi- 
invariant subspace for V and that VH C H.

Since the polynomials are sequentially weak*  dense in we
have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.7.([15], Lemma 4.5) If T is absolutely continuous con
traction in £(W) and V is absolutely continuous, then for every vector 
x inH and for every function h in

A(T)x 二:h(V)x = K(S)(QX) ® h(R)(Ax)
=O(h(T}x} G) A(h(T}x}.

Hence we have

从 S)(Qz) = Q(h(T)x), h(R)(Ax) = A(/i(T)x).

Lemma 2.8.([15, Lemma 4.6]) Suppose T E A(7Y) and V is ab
solutely continuous. Then V G A(XS), Q 奪丁 is an isometry and 
weak*  homeomorphism from Ay onto Ar^nd j = #3’ otpr is a linear 
isometry of Qt onto Qb- Moreover^

(12) 川= XeD

and

(13) j([x ® y]T) - [x ® y]v, x.y eH.

Lemma 2.9.([15, Leimna 4.7]) If T belongs to 4(亢)and V E £(AS) 
is absolutely continuous, x^y ET~l9 and w.z E JC, then

(14) I旧 ® y]T\\ = II[x ® y]v\\,
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(15) \x ® z]v = [x ® Pz\y,

and

(16) [w ® z]y = [Qw ® Qz]y + [Aw ® 4히

3. An equivalent condition for membership in >4^ n(W)

Definition 3.1. ([10, Definition 3.1.1]) Let m^n and I be any car
dinal numbers such that 1 < m, n, I < N(). We denote by 4시?I) 
the class of all set (7Y}l：=i such that Tk belongs to A(7i) for all

= 1,2, ••-，/, and that every mx n x I system of simultaneous equa
tions of the form

(17) S ®矿匝=卩穿匝，

where J7\} o<t<m is an arbitrary m x n array from Qrk for

each 1 < A; < Z, has a solution consisting of a pair of sequences / JL\
(^t}o<t<m5 {j/j }o<j<n of vectors from H.

Example 3.2. are in 比 e 시ass AnJ)(為, then {7丄}津] G

by [11, Remark 3.2].

We are now ready to prove our main theorem.

Theorem 3.3・ Suppose m, n and I are cardinal numbers such that
1 < Z < Ro and E 4(") and * E jC(S ㊉冗)is absolutely 
continuous for fc, 1 < fc < Z. Then the followings are equivalent:
(1) The set S}」G Alm n.
(2) For {[I穿血} C Qrk for k, 1 < k < I, there exists a

0<j<n
Cauchy sequence {z,」,}器】in H and sequences i° S and

in R such that {讪？ + is bounded and

ii(缶；。夕匸)([八?]招一[方,頒(初3+"?)旗II二o.
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Proof. (1) => (2) : Trivial.
(2)二》(1) : Let us 砂? = F同? 4- b爲),p £ N, where P is an 
orthogonal projection from /C onto Since {砂? }^i is bounded^ we 

may suppose w.Lo.g, that converges weakly to Moreover,
since is a Cauchy sequence, we have {xt)p} converges strongly
to xt.

Ilk ®必匝一【5 ®攵匝II

=II［(^« 一 Z',p)眼辭］招I

< 豚一％|| .||攵II -丄 0.

Also from (13) and (15), with jk = 缶：o 夕皿，we have

II心％4 -切赫® 0* ］招|

=W艰°夕7浏&?匝)- ［5 ®。爲*11

=II缶:° E 血?］耳)一 ®(3児 + 贫膈 || 二 0.

Then
II卩穿1公- 席］戏||

< 11任？匝-际, 血II

+ llk.p ® vj^］rk -［必 ® 苧］八 II 一二 0.

Hence we have ［L^］rk = \xt ® 4对匝,0 < i < m,0 < j < n,l < k <
I.
Therefore the proof is complete.
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